I NSPIR AT I ONAL L EAD E R SHIP S E R IES

Emergence of an Inspirational Leader
Align with Life Purpose Play a Meaningful Game

Challenge Your Core
Programming

✦

(The results of your team is a direct
reflection of who you are as a leader)
✦
Courageously face into who you are
and how you show up as a leader.
Appreciate and accelerate what
works. Commit to transforming what
doesn’t.
✦
Unravel limiting beliefs and selfsabotaging behaviors, replacing
them with inspiring beliefs and new
behaviors that enliven you and your
team.
✦ Allow your Essential Self to emerge.

✦

Lead from the solid foundation of your own life
purpose - what you are meant to express in
your life and in your work.
Play an inspirational and meaningful game of
service and wealth creation that ripples out
into the world.

Foster a
Resonant Workplace
✦

✦

Demonstrate
Flawless Integrity
(Keen Self-Awareness
and Self-Responsibility)
✦
Impeccable Agreements
✦
Emotional Literacy
✦
Authentic Speaking and
Resonant Listening
✦
Healthy Responsibility

Emergence
of the
inspirational
Leader

✦

Exhibit Mastery of Your
Leadership Toolkit

✦
✦

Create a workplace that
cultivates good will and good
feelings in the people you
lead.
Unleash the best in people:
Creativity, potential,
inspiration, vitality,
motivation, and their full
ability to effectively
contribute.

Advance Team
Excellence
✦

✦

“Inspirational
leaders cultivate
environments
where their teams
naturally follow
with enthusiasm
and commitment.”
~Chris Lucerne

Embody the six facets of leadership,
seamlessly moving from one to
another as the situation commands.
Continually refine your competence in
the 19 facets of being an Inspirational
Leader.
Integrate the the principles of
manifestation into everyday life.

✦

Develop people to take 100%
responsibility for their
behavior and their results.
Lead your team to stand in
their power and authority
aligned with their purpose
and in sync with their highest
intentions.
Inspire and motivate your
team to manifest the mission
and milestones, while living
the core ideology of the
organization.

Cultivate Inspiration Economy Concepts
✦
✦
✦
✦
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Shift paradigms from the “drudgery of work” to the
“natural motivation of inspired play”.
Integrate appreciation, innovation, inspiration,
collaboration, and integrity into daily life.
Replace scarcity and competitive attitudes with adding
value and abundance for all.
Create wealth for others in all aspects of life, including
money, while simultaneously creating wealth for yourself.

•

chris@chrislucerne.com

•

303-601-9999

•

www.chrislucerne.com

